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Students   often   don’t   make   the   most   of   their   class   time   because   they   are 

not   prepared.   When   you   are   prepared,   it’s   easier   to   focus   on   the   lecture 

and   to   form   your   own   understanding   of   the   material.   Two   eᴀ洅ective 

ways   to   prepare   yourself   are   reading   background   information   on   the 

topic   and   making   sure   you   have   all   the   necessary   materials   for   class. 

 

Get   Some   Background   Info 
Before   you   walk   into   class,   read   some   background   information   on   the 

lecture   topic.   Multiple   sources   agree   that   having   some   background 

knowledge   of   the   material   before   learning   it   in   class   helps   students 

retain   more   information.   Look   at   the   schedule   page   of   your   class 

syllabus   to   ᴀ밄nd   out   what   topic   your   professor   will   discuss,   then   read   the 

corresponding   chapter   in   the   textbook   and   look   over   the   PowerPoint 

slides   (if   the   professor   is   kind   enough   to   provide   them).   You   don’t   have 

to   completely   understand   all   the   information,   but   you   will   learn   a   lot 

more   if   you   have   at   least   some   background   knowledge   of   the   topic 

being   discussed.   Bonus:   when   you   read   beforehand,   you   give   yourself 

time   to   come   up   with   thoughtful   questions   to   ask   your   professor   during 

the   lecture. 
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Come   Prepared 
After   you   have   looked   over   the   chapter,   make   sure   you   have   all   the 

necessary   materials   you   will   need   for   class.   For   example,   if   you   know 

you   will   need   to   take   notes   during   class,   make   sure   you   bring   a 

notebook.   If   you   know   you   need   to   bring   a   certain   book,   bring   it.   Also, 

make   sure   you   have   the   essentials   such   as   pens,   pencils,   erasers,   and 

loose   leaf   paper.   Having   all   the   necessary   materials   will   help   you   stay 

focused   during   class,   and   you   won’t   have   to   worry   about   asking   a   friend 

to   borrow   one   of   their   supplies. 

 

You   will   get   much   more   out   of   your   class   if   you   come   prepared.   Getting 

some   background   information   by   reading   the   chapter   before   the 

lecture   will   help   you   get   a   head   start,   and   you’ll   have   an   idea   of   what 

will   be   covered   in   class   and   will   be   more   likely   to   retain   the   information. 

Also,   it   will   be   easier   for   you   to   focus   on   the   class   if   you   have   the   proper 

tools   to   help   you,   such   as   a   pencil,   pen,   and   paper.   If   you   come   to   class 

prepared,   you   are   starting   oᴀ洅   on   the   right   foot. 
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Have   you   noticed   that   professors   dedicate   a   good   portion   of   your   grade 

to   class   participation   and   attendance?   Although   some   students   may 

feel   that   coming   to   class   isn’t   worth   the   time,   there   are   clearly   many 

reasons   professors   stress   attendance. 

 

It   Improves   Your   Grade 

 Research   shows   that   class   attendance   is   directly   correlated   to   better 

grades.   This   study,   conducted   at   the   University   of   Texas   at   San   Antonio, 

found   that   whether   an   attendance   policy   is   enforced   or   not,   attendance 

is   directly   correlated   to   better   grades. 

( http://communication.utsa.edu/leblanc/articles/art31.pdf ) 

 

You   Get   to   Know   Your   Prof 

Faithfully   attending   class   shows   the   professor   that   you’re   serious   about 

the   class   and   that   you   genuinely   care   about   learning.   If   they   see   that 

you   care,   they’ll   be   more   willing   to   help   you   out   when   you   have   a 

problem.   Attending   class   also   shows   that   you   respect   their   precious 

time.   They   could   be   anywhere   else,   but   they’re   taking   the   time   to   teach 

you. 

It’s   important   to   be   familiar   with   your   professors.   Not   only   is   it   helpful 

to   know   their   teaching   and   testing   style,   but   it’s   also   helpful   because 

they   can   be   a   great   resource.   Knowing   your   professor’s   teaching   and  
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testing   style   will   guide   you   to   what   to   study   for   the   test.   You   might   have 

an   idea   of   what   they   might   ask   about.   Also,   they   can   be   a   great 

resource   especially   if   they’re   working   in   the   ᴀ밄eld   you   want   to   work   in. 

They   can   write   you   letters   of   recommendation   and   help   lead   you   on   the 

path   to   your   dream   career,   since   it’s   a   path   they   have   been   on   before. 

(Psst…   an   added   bonus   of   having   a   relationship   with   your   professor   is 

that   professors   who   know   you   may   be   more   willing   to   raise   your   B+   to 

an   A-!) 

 

You   Might   Get   Freebies 

Students   who   attend   class   regularly   often   get   freebies,   or   little   pieces   of 

information   that   will   beneᴀ밄t   them   in   the   course.      For   example,   when 

you   attend   class,   you   notice   when   the   professor   emphasizes   certain 

topics   over   others,   and   you   can   safely   assume   that   the   topics   they 

spent   more   time   speaking   about   have   a   greater   chance   of   appearing   on 

an   exam.   Or,   more   bluntly,   they   may   even   say,   “This   will   deᴀ밄nitely   be   on 

the   exam.”   This   way,   you   know   to   focus   on   that   particular   topic   when 

you   study. 

 

You’ll   Hear   Important   Announcements 

Usually,   at   the   beginning   or   end   of   the   class   period,   the   professor   might 

announce   changes   to   a   due   date   or   a   reminder   that   a   certain 

homework   assignment   is   due   the   next   time   the   class   meets. 
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 Attending   class   may   seem   like   a   chore,   but   it   clearly   has   many   beneᴀ밄ts. 

Just   showing   up   to   class   can   lift   your   grade   due   to   participation   points 

and   some   possible   extra   credit   points.   It’s   a   struggle   to   attend   every 

single   class,   but   your   grade   will   thank   you   at   the   end   of   the   semester. 

 

Want   more   information   on   how   to   prepare   yourself   for   class   and 

how   to   make   the   most   of   your   lecture?   Check   out   my   post   on    “How 

to   Stay   Focused   During   a   Lecture” ! 
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Are   you   unsure   of   how   you   should   study?   Do   you   need   to   ᴀ밄gure   out   a 

new   study   strategy?   This   section   is   full   of   eᴀ洅ective   study   strategies   to 

help   you   form   your   own   understanding   of   the   material. 

● Reread/rewrite   your   notes .   This   is   a   classic   one,   but   it   has   been 

proven   that   the   more   you   read   or   write   something,   the   easier   it 

will   be   to   recall. 

● Solve   the   problems   in   the   back   of   the   chapter   the   same   day 

you   take   the   class.    It’s   a   good   idea   to   review   on   the   same   day 

because   you’ll   still   have   the   information   fresh   in   your   mind. 

●     Reverse   engineer   solved   problems.    Figure   out   how   exactly   they 

got   the   answer   they   got.   What   method,   formula,   or   principle   did 

they   use? 

●     Solve   problems   under   test   conditions.    This   will   help   you   get 

used   to   taking   tests.   For   example,   under   test   conditions,   you   will 

have   a   limited   time   to   work   and   you   won’t   have   access   to   your 

notes,   so   it   would   be   a   good   idea   to   time   yourself   and   to   hide   your 

notes. 

● Take   practice   tests.    This   is   part   of   studying   under   test 

conditions. 

●        If   necessary,   solve   the   problems   more   than   once. 

● Teach   someone   else.    This   is   a   win-win   situation.   You   can’t   teach 

something   you   don’t   understand.   If   you   can   teach   something, 
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then   you   can   be   conᴀ밄dent   you   understand   it.   So   you’ll   be   helping 

the   other   person,   but   you   are   also   helping   yourself! 

●     Re-draw   diagrams.    So   many   times   I’ve   heard   professors 

(speciᴀ밄cally   in   biology)   tell   us   to   focus   on   understanding   the 

ᴀ밄gures   in   our   textbooks.   To   commit   them   to   memory,   I   would 

re-draw   them. 

●     Create   your   own   diagrams.    Creating   your   own   diagram   is   a 

great   way   to   help   you   organize   what   you’ve   learned. 

● Speak   the   words   out   loud.    This   will   work   for   auditory   learners! 

●     Make   ᴀ밄ash   cards.    Another   tried   and   true   method.   They’re   so 

convenient. 

 

The   most   important   study   strategy: 

The   best   way   to   learn   something   is   to   form   your   own   understanding   or 

interpretation   of   the   information.   In   other   words,   you   learn   something 

best   when   you   make   it   your   own.   You   can   do   this   by   translating   the 

information   in   your   own   words   and   relating   it   to   something   you   already 

know.   This   is   called   active   understanding.   You   should   seek   to   use   active 

understanding   rather   than   passive   understanding.   Passive 

understanding   is   reading   and   understanding   the   material,   whereas 

active   understanding   is   using   concepts   to   make   logical   connections   with 

concepts   learned   previously.   When   you   make   the   information   your 

own,   you   have   oᴀ甇cially   mastered   it. 
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Be   Prepared 

The   ᴀ밄rst   thing   to   do   to   ensure   a   successful   study   session   is   prepare.   Be 

sure   you   know   exactly   what   you   need   to   get   done   during   your   study 

time   and   write   it   down.   This   will   serve   as   your   “to   do”   list   to   guide   you 

and   help   you   gauge   your   progress. 

 

Also,   make   sure   you   have   all   the   necessary   tools.   Have   your   computer, 

charger,   paper,   pens,   water,   and   a   snack   nearby.   This   way,   you   can’t   use 

the   excuse   that   you’re   hungry   or   thirsty   to   get   out   of   your   seat. 

 

Eliminate   Distractions 

Now   more   than   ever,   we   are   working   on   our   computers,   which   can   help 

us   work   much   faster,   but   they   can   also   distract   us.   If   possible,   disable 

the   WiFi   on   your   laptop   to   resist   the   urge   to   go   on   social   media   or   to 

check   your   blog.   If   you   must   use   the   Internet,   use   an   app   like 

SelfControl   or   StayFocusd   that   will   block   all   social   media   websites   for   a 

predetermined   amount   of   time.   Another   option   to   resist   the   urge   to   go 

on   social   media   is   to   close   all   social   media   tabs   and   log   out   of   your 

account.   I   don’t   know   about   you,   but   once   I   log   out   and   close   the   tab,   I 

am   often   too   lazy   to   open   up   a   tab   and   log   in   again. 
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Also,   we   all   know   how   easily   distracted   we   are   by   notiᴀ밄cations   on   our 

phones.   If   you   can,   I’d   recommend   putting   your   phone   on   airplane 

mode   or   turning   oᴀ洅   notiᴀ밄cations   for   your   email   or   social   media   apps. 

Keeping   your   phone   in   your   backpack   and   not   taking   it   out   altogether   is 

another   alternative   to   make   sure   you   don’t   get   distracted. 

 

Use   the   Pomodoro   Technique 

If   you’re   a   college   lifestyle   blogger,   chances   are,   you’ve   heard   of   the 

Pomodoro   Technique.   It’s   a   helpful   way   to   tackle   large   tasks   in   bite 

sized   pieces.   Basically,   it   involves   focusing   on   one   task   for   25   minutes, 

taking   a   break   for   5   minutes,   and   then   starting   the   cycle   again.   It   makes 

sure   that   you’re   not   burning   yourself   out   and   it   makes   big   tasks   less 

intimidating.   Here   is   my   favorite   online    Pomodoro   Timer . 

 

Study   When/Where   You   Focus   Best 

Try   out   diᴀ洅erent   study   arrangements   and   places   to   ᴀ밄gure   out   where 

and   when   you   work   best.   For   example,   I   work   best   in   the   morning   at 

the   Stacks   in   the   library,   with   my   phone   tucked   away   in   my   backpack, 

when   am   isolated   and   not   distracted   by   others’   conversations   or   by   my 

phone.   Here   are   some   popular   study   spots   you   can   try   out: 

● The   library 

● The   library   quiet   ᴀ밄oor/Stacks 

● Starbucks   or   another   café 

● An   outside   sitting   area 

● Student   center 
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An   eᴀ洅ective   study   session   starts   with   good   planning.   Before   cracking 

open   your   books,   make   a   list   of   the   concepts   you   need   to   study   and 

then   think   about   what   you   will   need   during   your   study   session,   what 

potential   distractions   will   arise   (so   you   can   avoid   it),   and   where/when 

you   study   best.   These   few   minutes   of   preparation   will   set   you   up   for   a 

productive   study   session. 

 

Soon,   I’ll   have   a   post   up   on   my   blog   with   more   info   on   how   to   have   a 

productive   study   session,   so   be   on   the   lookout   for   it! 
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Use   Shorthand 

Using   shorthand   helps   you   focus   on   the   meat   of   what   your   professor   is 

saying   rather   than   the   insigniᴀ밄cant   details.   If   you   replace   ᴀ밄ller   words 

like   “that”,   “with”,   “because”,   and   “and,”   with   shorthand,   you   have   more 

time   and   space   to   write   about   what   really   matters.   With   some   time, 

patience,   and   consistency,   you   can   create   your   own   shorthand   system. 

 

Take   Note   of   What   the   Professor   Emphasizes 

Professors   often   give   subtle   hints   about   what   will   be   on   the   test.   You 

just   have   to   know   how   to   look   for   these   hints.   If   the   professor   spends   a 

lot   of   time   talking   about   a   speciᴀ밄c   subject,   repeats   the   same   phrase 

multiple   times,   or   explicitly   says,   “This   will   be   on   the   test,”   that’s   a   hint. 

Make   sure   you   highlight,   star,   or   point   out   this   information   so   that   you 

can   study   it   and   know   it   when   it’s   test   time.   (Trust   me,   nothing   is   worse 

than   taking   a   test   and   remembering   your   professor   said   a   certain 

concept   would   be   on   the   test   but   you   didn’t   take   the   time   to   study   it 

well.) 

 

Add   On   to   Existing   Notes 

Another   way   to   save   time   while   taking   notes   during   class   is   to   use 

existing   notes   (that   is,   if   they   are   available).   Some   professors   are   kind 

enough   to   upload   their   notes   or   PowerPoint   slides.   In   this   case,   read  
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them   ahead   of   time   and   bring   them   to   class.   Spend   your   class   time 

adding   to   these   notes   and   marking   them   up. 

 

Color   Code 

Personally,   I   am   a   big   fan   of   color   coding.   Not   only   is   it   aesthetically 

pleasing,   but   it   allows   you   to   get   a   sense   of   the   information   at   a   glance. 

I   like   to   have   separate   colors   for   headings,   subheadings,   vocabulary 

words,   and   formulas/equations.   You   can   even   use   highlighters,   too.   I 

like   to   highlight   things   that   I’m   having   trouble   grasping   or   things   I   think 

are   likely   to   be   on   the   test.   (Color   coding   also   works   for   planners!   Click 

here    to   see   my   post   on   how   I   color   code   my   planner.) 
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Create   a   Plan   of   Attack 

When   you   know   a   test   is   coming   up,   the   ᴀ밄rst   things   you   should   do   is 

create   a   plan   of   attack.   This   plan   involves   knowing   what   to   study   and 

when.   A   pretty   good   bet   for   what   will   be   on   the   test   is   the   list   of 

sections   or   chapters   that   were   covered   in   class,   with   an   emphasis   on 

anything   your   professor   pointed   out.   I   would   take   this   list   of   things   to 

study   and   distribute   the   work   evenly   over   a   few   days.   This   way,   you 

know   you’re   covering   all   the   material   you   will   be   tested   on.   You   can   still 

get   everything   done   without   stressing   out   more   than   you   need   to.   This 

will   make   sure   you   get   everything   done   in   time. 

 

Check   out   my   post   on    how   to   prepare   for   a   test ! 

 

Put   Your   Plan   Into   Action 

It’s   crunch   time   now.   Refer   to   the   “Study   Tips”   and   “Maximizing 

Productivity   During   a   Study   Session”   to   help   you   prepare   well   for   your 

test. 

 

Relax 

Once   your   studying   has   reached   its   ending   point,   you   should   relax.   This 

is   common   knowledge,   but   so   many   people   ignore   it.   Go   to   sleep   early 

the   night   before   the   test.   Eat   a   healthy   breakfast   and   drink   a   glass   or  
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two   of   water   the   morning   of.   When   your   body   is   properly   taken   care   of, 

it   will   help   your   mind   perform   better   on   the   test. 

 

During   The   Test 

When   you   take   a   test,   there   comes   a   certain   point   that   there’s   nothing 

else   you   can   do.   You   can   only   trust   that   you   did   enough   during   your 

study   time.   At   this   point,   all   you   can   do   is   relax.   Take   a   deep   breath,   and 

complete   the   test   to   the   best   of   your   ability.   When   you   walk   out   of   the 

testing   room,   don’t   worry   about   it   or   think   about   it   anymore.   If   it   helps, 

you   can   refuse   to   even   speak   about   the   test   to   your   classmates.   You 

can’t   go   back   in   time   and   change   anything,   so   worrying   is   pointless. 

(Trust   me,   it   took   me   a   while   to   learn   this.) 

 

If   Something   Goes   Wrong 

Sometimes,   we   feel   so   conᴀ밄dent   about   our   performance   on   tests,   but 

unfortunately,   it’s   not   represented   in   our   grade.   If   you   are   disappointed 

by   your   grade,   talk   to   your   professor.   They   can   help   you   create   a   new 

plan   to   help   you   perform   better   in   the   upcoming   test. 

 

Want   more   information   how   to   recover   from   failing   a   test?   Check 

out   my   post   on   it    here ! 
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Making   the   Most   of   Your   Class   Time 

● Read   the   textbook   chapter   before   you   walk   into   class. 

● Come   prepared   with   all   the   necessary   materials:   pens,   pencils, 

paper,   or   laptop. 

 

Why   Should   You   Attend   Class? 

● It   improves   your   grade 

● You   get   to   know   your   professor 

● You   might   get   a   freebie 

● You’ll   hear   important   announcements 

 

The   Most   Important   Study   Strategy 

●    Make   the   information   your   own.   Form   your   own 

understanding/interpretation   of   it. 

● Some   ways   you   can   do   this?   Put   the   information   in   your   own 

words   and   relate   it   to   something   you   already   know. 

 

Maximizing   Productivity   During   a   Study   Session 

●    Be   prepared.   Create   a   plan   for   what   you   want   to   study   and   how 

much   time   you   want   to   devote   to   each   subject.   Also   make   sure 

you   bring   the   right   materials. 
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● Eliminate   distractions   by   staying   oᴀ洅   of   social   media   sn   putting 

your   phone   on   airplane   mode. 

● Use   the   Pomodoro   Technique   so   you   don’t   wear   yourself   out. 

● Study   in   diᴀ洅erent   places   at   diᴀ洅erent   times   of   the   day   until   you 

ᴀ밄nd   what   works   for   you. 

 

Taking   Useful   Notes   During   Class 

● Use   shorthand 

● Pay   attention   to   what   the   professor   emphasizes 

● Augment   existing   notes 

●    Color   code 

 

Preparing   for   a   Test 

● Create   a   plan   of   attack.   What   will   be   on   the   test?   How   long   do   you 

have   to   study? 

● Once   you’re   done   studying,   relax.   Get   some   rest,   eat   a   good 

breakfast,   and   stay   hydrated. 

● Try   not   to   panic   while   you’re   taking   the   test.   There’s   nothing   more 

you   can   do   at   this   point,   so   just   try   to   do   your   best. 

●    If   you   get   a   less   than   stellar   grade,   talk   to   your   professor   about   it. 

They   will   help   you   create   a   plan   to   pick   up   your   grade. 
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Was   this   e-book   helpful? 
Click   here   to   tweet   about   it! 

“Just   ᴀ밄nished   reading   @alysworldblog’s   new   mini   e-Book!   Sign   up   for   her   email   list 
so   you   can   get   a   copy   of   it:   http://eepurl.com/bLNOZv” 
 
Click   here   to   email   me   about   it! 
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